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ABSTRACT: Epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFRs) and their cyto-
plasmic tyrosine kinases play important roles in cell proliferation and
signaling. The EGFR extracellular domain (sEGFR) forms a dimer upon
the binding of ligands, such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) and
transforming growth factor R (TGFR). In this study, multiple molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR3-512 dimer and
the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR3-512 dimer were performed in solvent and
crystal environments. The simulations of systems comprising up to half a
million atoms reveal part of the structural dynamics of which sEGFR
dimers are capable. The solvent simulations consistently exhibited a
prominent conformational relaxation from the initial crystal structures on
the nanosecond time scale, leading to symmetry breaking and more
extensive contacts between the two sEGFR monomers. In the crystal
control simulation, this symmetry breaking and compaction was largely
suppressed by crystal packing contacts. The simulations also provided evidence that the disordered domain IV of sEGFRmay act as a
stabilizing spacer in the dimer. Thus, the simulations suggest that the sEGFR dimer can take diverse configurations in solvent
environments. These biologically relevant conformations of the EGFR signal transduction network can be controlled by contacts
among the structural domains of sEGFR and its ligands.

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) system has
been studied with growing interest for more than 30 years.

Signal transduction by the EGFR family is associated with various
forms of cancer, which makes it an excellent therapeutic target.1,2

The EGFR family of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK) consists of
four members: EGFR (HER1/ErbB1), ErbB2 (Neu/HER2),
ErbB3 (HER3), and ErbB4 (HER4).3 They can be activated by a
dozen potential ligands.4,5

The human EGFR (1186 residues) is one of the members
of this family.6 Similar to other RTKs, it comprises five regions: an
extracellular ligand binding region (residues 1-620), a transmem-
brane domain (residues 621-643), an intracellular juxtamembrane
region (residues 644-685), a tyrosine kinase domain (residues 686-
953), and a C-terminal regulatory region (residues 954-1186).3 The
extracellular region consists of four subregions (Figure 1a): I (residues
1-165), II (residues 166-310), III (residues 311-480), and IV
(residues 481-620).7,8 Domains I and III are the homologous ligand
binding domains (37% sequence identity), whereas domains II and
IV are homologous cysteine-rich domains.9 The human EGFR is
activated by EGF family ligand proteins, such as human EGF and
transforming growth factor R (TGFR).5

EGF induces dimerization of EGFR by binding to the extra-
cellular region of the receptor to form a 2:2 EGF 3EGFR
complex.10,11 This event causes the autophosphorylation of the

cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase, which in turn activates a complex
network of downstream signaling pathways that regulate cell
proliferation and differentiation.12,13 In 2002, two essential structures
at the heart of this mechanism were determined14,15 that confirmed
the so-called receptor-mediated model of dimerization.3 In this
model, each ligand can only bind to one EGFR inducing a confor-
mational change that promotes the dimerization.11 Both structures
contain the soluble extracellular region of EGFR (sEGFR). One is a
2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex (determined at 3.3 Å resolution), in
which the sEGFR comprises residues 3-512.15 The other is a 2:2
TGFR 3 sEGFR complex (determined at 2.5 Å resolution), in which
the sEGFR is truncated (residues 1-501).14 The (EGF or TGFR)
ligand binding sites are located between domains I and III
(Figure 1a) and are distant from the dimer interface. The dimer
contacts are mediated by sEGFR domain II, particularly by a
β-hairpin termed the dimerization arm.16

On the basis of the known experimental structures of sEGFR,
it was proposed that sEGFR could exist in a dynamic equilibrium
and sample multiple conformational states.17 An unliganded
sEGFR is in a tethered configuration in which the dimerization
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arm is buried.18,19 Binding of the ligand between domains I and
III would bring the two domains closer together and expose the
dimerization arm in domain II (to create an extended sEGFR).20,21

Domain II establishes contacts with domain II in another extended
sEGFR, forming the dimer.22 This conformational change from the
tethered to the extended sEGFRupon ligand bindingwould require a
large rigid bodymovement of domains I and II (130� rotation and a 2
nm translation),3 establishing a possible second dimerization contact
between the two domain IV forms in the Ferguson model of
the sEGFR dimer (Figure 2). Little is known about domain IV in
thedimer as itwas incomplete ormissing in the crystal structures.The
structural experiments21 did not reveal the atomic details of the
mechanism.

Computer simulation techniques, such as molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations, can reveal functional dynamics of proteins at
the atomic level.23,24 In this work, we investigated the structure
and dynamics of 2:2 sEGFR 3 ligand dimers byMD simulations.With
the available computational power, a typical MD simulation of a
system comprising several hundreds of thousands of atoms could
possibly be conducted on a nanosecond or, at best,microsecond time
scale.25,26 The extensive conformational transition of sEGFR from
the tethered to the extended structure cannot be accessedby standard
MD, so we did not simulate this transition directly in this work.
Instead, we performed multiple MD simulations, starting with the
crystal structures of 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR

15 and 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR
14

dimer complexes in different environments. There is a growing body
of evidence that supports the notion that the intrinsic dynamics
of proteins may play an important role in determining the confor-
mational changes induced by ligands.27 Therefore, it is meaningful to
perform limited MD simulations of sEGFR dimers in the ligand-
bound state. The observed polymorphism and dynamical modes
of motion provide insights into the general structural variability of
the system.

This paper is organized as follows. Methods introduces the
techniques used in this work, in particular theMD protocols used for
2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR (in solvent and in crystal) and 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR
(in solvent) complexes. The polymorphismof sEGFR configurations

was exploredbyprincipal component analysis. As described inResults
and Discussion, our first simulation of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex
in solvent revealed a fast relaxation from the initial crystal structure
resulting in a significant compaction of the system. The apparent
instability of the crystal structure was unexpected, and we subse-
quently conducted a number of control simulations to improve our
understandingof theoriginof this instability and to rule out the effects
of modeling and of biophysical structure determination. We also
report detailed time-resolved changes related to symmetry breaking
of the dimer interface. Conclusion summarizes how the results of this
investigation provide a consistent and biologically relevant explana-
tion for the observed changes.

’METHODS

Solvent Simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR Complex. The
crystal structure of a 2:2 complex of human EGF and sEGFR
(PDB entry 1IVO), with a resolution of 3.3 Å, was used as the
starting structure.15 The majority of domain IV was missing
because it was not well ordered to give interpretable electron
density. In the simulated system (Figure 1a), we included 47
residues (5-51) of the two EGF molecules and 510 residues
(3-512) of the two sEGFR molecules (domains I-III and a
small part of domain IV).
The standard MD simulation was performed with a parallel

implementation of the GROMACS package (version 3.3.1),28,29

using a GROMOS-96 force field (43a1) with a united-atom
model.30 The proteins (with 79 water molecules at crystallographic
sites) were placed in a rectangular box. The minimal distance be-
tween the solute and the box boundarywas 1.2 nm.The boxwas then
filled with SPC water molecules from an equilibrated cubic box
containing 216 water molecules.31 The system, protein, and water
were energy-minimized using the steepest descent method, until the
maximal force on the atoms was less than 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-1. To
compensate for the net negative charges on the protein, two Naþ

ions were added via replacement of water molecules with the most
favorable electrostatic potential. The system (protein, two ions, and

Figure 1. Start structures used for theMD simulations. (a) The 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex (PDB entry 1IVO).Domains I-IV and the EGF ligands (in different
colors) are labeled. (b) The crystal unit cell of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex in space group P3121. (c) The 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex [based on PDB entry
1MOX(seeMethods)]. Domains I-IV are colored as in panel a, and theTGFR ligands are labeled. Allmolecular graphics in thisworkwere createdwithVMD.38.
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53281 water molecules, with 170909 atoms in total) was energy
minimized again using the conjugate gradient algorithm with a force
tolerance of 200 kJ mol-1 nm-1, and a steepest descent step was
done every 100 steps to make the minimization more efficient.32

After energyminimization, twopositional-restraint simulations (force
constant of 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-2) were performed (100 ps each)
with different initial velocities (generated according to a Maxwell
distribution at 310 K with different random seeds). Two separate
production runs (12 ns each) at 310Kwere conducted to sample the
conformational space.
The Verlet integration scheme (with a 2 fs time step)33 and an

isothermal-isobaric simulation algorithm34 were used. The
three groups (protein, ions, and solvent) were coupled separately
to a temperature bath at 310 K, with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps.
The pressure was adjusted to 1 bar with a relaxation time of 0.5
ps, and the compressibility was 4.5 � 10-5 bar-1. Covalent
bonds in the protein were constrained using the LINCS
algorithm.35 A twin-range cutoff was used for the van der Waals
interactions: interactions within 0.9 nm were updated every step,
while those within 1.4 nmwere updated every five steps, together
with the pair list. The long-range electrostatic interactions were
treated by the PME algorithm,36 with a tolerance of 10-5 and an
interpolation order of 4.
Crystal Simulation of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR Complex. The

native crystal of the EGF 3 sEGFR complex belongs to space
group P3121, with the following unit cell parameters: a = b =
22.016 nm, c = 11.312 nm, R = β = 90�, and γ = 120�. The unit
cell of a P3121 crystal contains six symmetry-related molecules
(Figure 1b), which were obtained by applying the P3121
transformation using SwissPDBViewer.37

The simulation was performed with the GROMACS package28,29

as described previously, using the same force field as in the solvent
simulations. The same parameters as in the solvent simulations were
used here, except for those mentioned below. The six EGF 3 EGFR
complexes (including 474 crystal waters) were placed into a triclinic
box that was the exact size of the unit cell and hydrated with SPC
waters. After a first energy minimization using the steepest descent
method, 12Naþ ionswere added to compensate for the net negative
charges of the system. After the second energy minimization using
the conjugate gradient method, a 100 ps MD simulation with
positional restraints was performed under aNPT condition. Because
the crystals were grown at 293K, the initial velocities were generated
at this temperature. After the 100 ps NPT simulation, the box size
was changed back to the original size of the unit cell, and water
molecules were added or removed accordingly. The energy mini-
mization described above and the NPT simulation with positional
restraints were repeated until the box was equilibrated at its original
unit cell size. The final system consists of 447366 atoms in total (six
subunits of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex, 12Naþ ions, and 126990
water molecules). A production NVT run at 293 K was performed
for 12 ns.
Solvent Simulations of the 2:2 TGFr 3 sEGFR Complex. A

crystal structure of the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex, at 2.5 Å
resolution (PDB entry 1MOX), was used as the starting structure.14

Therewere only two truncated sEGFRmolecules (residues 1-501)
in the PDB file. For comparison with the EGF 3EGFR complex, the
first two residues were removed in sEGFR, and residues 502-512
were grafted from the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex to be consistent
among the simulations. Missing residues were added from the 2:2
EGF 3 sEGFR complex, and the missing side chain atoms were
placed with SwissPDBViewer.37 Therefore, the sEGFR atoms in the
simulated 2:2TGFR 3 sEGFR complexwere the same as those in the
2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex (residues 3-512); 48 residues (3-50)
from the two TGFR molecules were included in the simulation
(Figure 1c).
The 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex was simulated only in the

solvent environment, and the force field and parameters were the
same as those in the solvent simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR
complex. The system was comprised of 160447 atoms in total
(protein and 49807 water molecules). Two independent produc-
tion runs (12 ns each) at 310 K were performed, which was
similar to the case for the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex.
Principal Component Analysis. All MD trajectory analysis

in this work was conducted with the tools in the GROMACS
package28,29 and with VMD.38 Most of the techniques are self-
explanatory, but it is worth mentioning principal component
analysis (PCA) in more detail.
PCA is a statistical method that can be used to analyze a MD

trajectory to extract large-amplitude collective motions of the
protein out of its small, random internal motions.39,40 Techni-
cally, a covariance matrix of internal atomic fluctuations is built
from the MD trajectory after elimination of the overall transla-
tional and rotational motion of the protein. The covariance
matrix is then diagonalized to yield eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
An eigenvector represents a dynamical mode of motion in the
protein (PCA mode), and the corresponding eigenvalue is the
amplitude of fluctuation along this mode. Generally, only the first
few PCAmodes with the largest fluctuations dominate the major
protein dynamics, defining a so-called essential subspace.41 The
fluctuations in the essential subspace, termed essential dynamics,
may describe functionally important protein dynamics.

Figure 2. Ferguson model of the sEGFR dimer with a hypothetical
domain IV structure. A 130� rotation and a 2 nm translation are required
to bring domain I from its position in the tethered structure20 to its
proposed location in the dimer.3 Domain IVmaintains the same domain
III-domain IV relationship as in the tethered structure. Domains I-III
are from PDB entry 1IVO and are shown in the same orientation as in
Figure 1a,c.
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To illustrate the dynamics observed along individual PCA
modes, it is customary to project the MD trajectory along the
modes. By projecting the MD trajectory along the first two
principal components, one can embed the high-dimensional
conformational space linearly within the two-dimensional (2D)
subspace of the largest positional fluctuations. This 2D embed-
ding reveals how the system explores its conformational space
during the MD simulation. It also reveals how the system
populates conformational states and transits between them. If
specificmodes are sufficiently well-sampled, the one-dimensional
(1D) projections along individual modes exhibit relaxation times
that are shorter than the simulation length, and the correspond-
ing autocorrelation function decays to (near) zero.42,43 There-
fore, 1D projections along PCA modes and their autocorrelation
function can reveal whether the MD simulation is long enough
for sampling the specific modes.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 illustrates the 2D embedding of all trajectories
afforded by PCA. After the trajectories had been concatenated
(uc1-uc6, EGF-S1, and EGF-S2 for the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR
complex; TGFR-S1 and TGFR-S2 for the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR
complex; 120 ns in total), PCA was performed on the combined
meta-trajectory, and the PCA modes with the largest amplitudes
were investigated. The embedding in a 2D essential subspace in
Figure 3 provides a general “road map” of the observed structural
variability.

The first two PCA modes with the largest amplitudes con-
tributed ∼54% fluctuation of the meta-trajectory. All observed
and simulated conformations were projected onto this 2D plane
(Figure 3). The sampled regions of conformational space are
well-separated, and the plot shows that the configurations and
different trajectories of the sEGFR dimer span a large range of the

essential subspace. It is worth noting that the sign of modes 1 and
2 was chosen such that a positive direction corresponds to a
larger radius of gyration (Rg). In other words, the systems were
less compact in the direction of the diagonal. Figure 3 demon-
strates that all solvent simulations exhibit a significant compac-
tion of the system (despite the ligand-dependent differences in
the initial conformation), whereas crystal subunits (with the
exception of uc3) remain close to the initial structure. Figure 3
contains many more details that we will use to explain the
following descriptions of the individual trajectories.
Solvent Simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR Complex. His-

torically, trajectory EGF-S1 was the first simulation conducted in
this work. To test the reproducibility of the result, we performed
a second independent simulation, EGF-S2, after the discovery of
the significant compaction (Figure 3). The conformational changes
were evaluated by root-mean-square deviations (rmsd) from the
initial structure. Because of the incomplete and disordered domain
IV, only domains I-III (residues 3-480) were used to calculate the
rmsd. The two independent simulations, EGF-S1 andEGF-S2, both
exhibit a large conformational change with an∼0.6 nm rmsd from
the initial structure (Table 1). To quantify the compaction, the
radius of gyration (Rg) of the sEGFR dimer (domains I-III) was
also calculated for each trajectory of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR com-
plex. The initial structure had an Rg of 3.70 nm, which decreased to
3.43 nm in EGF-S1 and 3.39 nm in EGF-S2 (Table 2). Upon
comparison of the initial and final structures of EGF-S2 in panels a
and d of Figure 4, respectively, the compaction is very prominent
and involves large displacements between 0.34 and 1.09 nm for

Figure 3. Projections of sEGFR dimer trajectories onto a 2D subspace
spanned by the first two PCAmodes. The CR atoms of domains I-III of
the sEGFR dimer were used to perform PCA on the combined meta-
trajectory. The initial structure of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex is
marked by a red upward-pointing triangle. The six subunits of the crystal
simulation (uc1-uc6) are colored black, and their final structures are
marked by orange downward-pointing triangles. Trajectories EGF-S1
and EGF-S2 are colored red, and their final structures aremarked by blue
downward-pointing triangles. The initial structure of the 2:2 TGFR 3
sEGFR complex ismarked by a black upward-pointing triangle. Trajectories
TGFR-S1 and TGFR-S2 are colored green, and their final structures are
marked by magenta downward-pointing triangles.

Table 1. Average rmsd Values (in nanometers) of the sEGFR
Dimer in Different Simulation Systems

EGF-SOLa EGF-CRYb TGFR-SOLc

EGF-S1 0.55d (0.03e) uc1 0.35d (0.01e) TGFR-S1 0.62d (0.05e)

EGF-S2 0.65d (0.06e) uc2 0.39d (0.01e) TGFR-S2 0.41d (0.02e)

uc3 0.41d (0.01e)

uc4 0.35d (0.01e)

uc5 0.36d (0.01e)

uc6 0.44d (0.01e)
a Solvent MD simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex. Two
independent simulations (EGF-S1 and EGF-S2) were performed. bCrystal
MD simulation of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex, which has six subunits
(termed uc1-uc6) in the unit cell. c Solvent MD simulations of the 2:2
TGFR 3 sEGFR complex. Two independent simulations (TGFR-S1 and
TGFR-S2) were performed. dThe average rmsd value was calculated from
the last 2 ns of each trajectory. e Standard deviation. Only domains I-III in
the sEGFR dimer were used to compute the rmsd.

Table 2. Average Radii of Gyration (Rg, in nanometers) of the
sEGFR Dimer in Different Simulation Systems

EGF-SOL EGF-CRY TGFR-SOL

EGF-S1 3.43a (0.01b) uc1 3.50a (0.01b) TGFR-S1 3.46a (0.02b)

EGF-S2 3.39a (0.02b) uc2 3.54a (0.01b) TGFR-S2 3.51a (0.02b)

uc3 3.45a (0.01b)

uc4 3.59a (0.01b)

uc5 3.55a (0.01b)

uc6 3.51a (0.01b)
aThe averageRg was calculated from the last 2 ns trajectory in each simu-
lation. b Standard deviation. Only domains I-III in the sEGFR dimer
were used to compute the Rg.
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domains I, III, and the ligand. The surprisingly large conformational
changes in the solvent simulations called for additional control
simulations to better explore the origin of the observed compaction.
Crystal Simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR Complex. One

possible explanation for the instability of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR
crystal structure was the absence of crystal packing constraints
when placed into solvent. To test this hypothesis, we simulated
an entire crystallographic unit cell with periodic boundaries
reflecting the symmetry space group (see Methods and
Figure 1b). Indeed, the PCA embedding (Figure 3) illustrates
that (with the exception of subunit uc3) the crystal subunits
exhibit behavior markedly different from that of the solvent
simulations with EGF ligand. Five of the six subunits remain very
close to the initial structure. rmsd analysis (Table 1) confirms
that average rmsd values (≈0.4 nm) and standard deviations are
significantly lower for the crystal subunits than for the solvent
simulations. As one would expect in the presence of crystal

packing,44-46 the system exhibits both smaller deviations from
the start structure and smaller fluctuations. Comparing the initial
and final structures of uc1 in Figure 4e, one observes only a very
minor compaction of domains I and III (between 0.13 and 0.34
nm displacements), whereas the ligand appears to be more
flexible (0.4 nm displacement).
The Rg analysis (Table 2) reveals that crystal packing does not

fully restrain the crystal subunits. The Rg values for five of six
subunits range from 3.50 to 3.59 nm, except for that of the uc3
outlier, which has a final Rg of 3.45 nm (Table 2). These values
occupy an intermediate range between the Rg of the initial structure
(3.70 nm) and theRg of the solvent simulations (3.39 and 3.43 nm).
It is interesting to note that the conformational states sampled by the
crystal subunits (except uc3) are anticorrelated in Figure 3. Because
the Rg is increasing in the diagonal direction, this means that the Rg
of five subunits is stabilized by a compensation among the two
modes. For example, a mode 1 extension (opening), as in uc2, is

Figure 4. Conformational changes observed in the MD simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex. (a and d) Initial and final structures of trajectory
EGF-S2, respectively. (b and e) Initial and final structures of one subunit (uc1) in the crystal simulation, respectively. (c and f) Initial and final structures
of trajectory TGFR-S1, respectively. Panels a-c show a ribbon representation of the structures. The domains are colored in the same manner as in
Figure 1; the initial structure is transparent, and the final one is solid. Panels d-f show a nonphotorealistic rendering of themolecular surfaces of domains
I-III and the ligands. A layer blend shows the initial structure at 34% and the final structure at 66% transparency, and the center of mass locations of
domains I and III, and ligands are marked by spheres, with displacements labeled in units of nanometers. The structures are superimposed with domains
I-III of the sEGFR dimer.
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compensated by a mode 2 contraction (compaction). The stabiliza-
tion of the Rg appears to be an effect of crystal packing, because no
other trajectory exhibited such a pronounced anticorrelated pattern
(Figure 3).
Although crystal packing effects can explain much of the

behavior of the EGF simulations, such as the increased stability
in the crystal unit cell, they do not fully explain our observations.
The Rg results indicate that the simulated sEGFR dimers in the
crystal are systematically more compact than the initial structure
(although not as compact as in solvent). This residual compac-
tion cannot be explained by crystal packing alone and is especially
pronounced for outlier uc3. We note that domain IV did exist in
the experimental 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex expressed for crystal-
lization. However, it was too disordered to yield full atomic
coordinates in the PDB structure and was thus not complete in
our system. Mutation analysis and the Ferguson model for the
sEGFR dimer including domain IV (Figure 2) suggest that, in
addition to domain II, domain IV may contribute to EGFR
dimerization.22 Therefore, it is likely that the initial crystal
structure of the sEGFR dimer is stabilized by domain IV, and
the absence of parts of this domain in our system could explain
the residual compaction in the crystal simulation. To test this
hypothesis, we have conducted two simulations of the Ferguson
model (Figure 2) in solution. These additional control simula-
tions demonstrated that the compaction of the system [which
occurs within 2 ns (see below)] can be delayed for 8 ns by the
presence of the full domain IV. Eventually, the modeled domain
IV forms will slip past each other (because of an observed
instability of the speculative domain IV interface in that model),
and the system will be compacted. The instability of domain IV
forms can be expected because the speculative interface be-
tween the domains (derived from the stable tethered con-
formation) is probably different from that in the untethered
dimer (where the domain was too disordered to be determined
by crystallography). It is therefore worth noting that we
observed a significant delay of the compaction while the
speculative domain IV contacts remained intact, in support of
the proposed role of domain IV in stabilizing the 2:2 EGF 3
sEGFR complex crystal structure.
In a true biological system, domain IV is tethered to the

membrane by a transmembrane helix. If this helix were included
in the Ferguson model, it would stabilize domain IV and some-
what prevent compaction. Unfortunately, we could not address
this issue because of the lack of structural information. The
extracellular domain by itself is quite important, which is evident
from the recent crystal structure published for the Drosophila
sEGFR47 that did not include the transmembrane helices.
In summary, the results of the crystal simulation indicate that

the dimer is significantly stabilized (compared to the solvent
simulations) by crystal packing effects. In addition, there is
indirect evidence that points to domain IV’s role as a spacer in
stabilizing the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex crystal structure.
Solvent Simulations of the 2:2 TGFr 3 sEGFR Complex.

The resolution of the electron density of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR
complex was 3.3 Å. At such a low resolution, it is possible during
crystallographic refinement that artifacts are introduced into the
determined structure. To rule out any effect of the relatively low
resolution, we conducted two simulations of the 2:2 TGFR 3
sEGFR complex structure that was determined at 2.5 Å resolu-
tion. TGFR is another member of the EGF family, which has
structural and functional characteristics similar to those of EGF.
Starting from the crystal structure of the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR

complex,14 we performed two independent MD simulations
(termed TGFR-S1 and TGFR-S2) in solvent.
The initial structures of the sEGFR dimer in the 2:2 EGF 3

sEGFR complex (red upward-pointing triangle in Figure 3) and
the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex (black upward-pointing triangle
in Figure 3) are distant on the embedding plane, with a rmsd
of 0.44 nm. Several factors may contribute to this significant
difference. (1) Domain IV was absent in the specimen ex-
pressed for crystallization of the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex but
does exist in the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex (although it is not
well ordered). Therefore, the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex may
have an initial configuration different from that of the 2:2
EGF 3 sEGFR complex, because of the absence or presence of
domain IV. (2) The crystal of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR complex
belongs to space group P3121 (Figure 1b), whereas that of the
2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex belongs to space group P21. Differ-
ent space groups may generate different crystallographic contacts
that affect the configurations in the crystal unit cell. (3) The
sEGFR dimer may take different configurations upon binding of
different ligands.
A large compaction from the start structure was observed in

the TGFR simulations (Figure 3). The rmsd from the initial
structure was 0.62 nm for TGFR-S1 and 0.41 nm for TGFR-S2
(Table 1). The Rg of the initial structure is 3.72 nm, which
decreased to 3.46 nm in TGFR-S1 and 3.51 nm in TGFR-S2
(Table 2). Upon comparison of the initial and final structures of
TGFR-S1 in Figure 4f, the compaction is very prominent
(although not as dramatic as in EGF-S2) and involves large
displacements between 0.33 and 0.60 nm for domains I and III
and the ligand.
The results demonstrate that the sEGFR dimer also becomes

compact in the simulations of the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex.
Because the resolution of the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR crystal structure
is fairly high (2.5 Å) and all of domain IV was absent in the
specimen expressed for crystallization, the large compaction of
the solvent simulations of the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex can be
explained only by a relaxation from the crystal packing effects.
Principal Component Analysis of Dominant Motions. We

have evidence of two distinct functional motions in our simula-
tions: relaxation from crystal packing and relaxation from domain
IV stabilization. Could these two motions be related to the two
dominant PCA modes in Figure 3? Our results suggest so.
Solvent simulations TGFR-S1 and TGFR-S2 sample a broad
regionmainly alongmode 1 (green dots andmagenta downward-
pointing triangles in Figure 3). Asmentioned above, domain IV is
absent in the crystal structure of the 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complex,
which implies that mode 1 exclusively corresponds to the
relaxation due to the loss of the crystallographic contacts. On
the other hand, in the crystal simulation of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR
complex, five subunits sample only a limited region of conforma-
tional space, except that uc3 escapes from the initial state along
mode 2 (Figure 3). Because uc3 is still restrained by crystal
packing, the motion along mode 2 appears to originate exclu-
sively in the relaxation because of incomplete domain IV.
Consistent with this interpretation is the observation that the
initial structure and simulation trajectories of the TGFR dimer
are roughly on the same mode 2 elongation level as EGF dimer
simulations EGF-S1, EGF-S2, and uc3 after their proposed
relaxation from domain IV stabilization. The observation that,
without both crystal packing and domain IV constraints, EGF-S1
and EGF-S2 move diagonally to both lower mode 1 and mode 2
elongation is also consistent with this interpretation.
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The first simulations described in this work were conducted
several years ago when nanosecond time scale MD simulations
were state of the art. Over time, the opportunity to perform
multiple control simulations and to model larger systems con-
sisting of nearly half a million atoms arose. This expansion in
computational complexity (Figure 3) required that the running
length of individual trajectories be kept short. To demonstrate a
sufficient simulation time and to analyze the relaxation times of
the observed collective motions, we performed an autocorrela-
tion analysis of the PCAmodes. Figure 5 shows projections of the
EGF-S2 trajectory onto the three largest eigenvalue PCA modes
and their autocorrelation functions. The results show that the
projections along the first two modes exhibit a fast relaxation
from the initial conformation, with relaxation times (2-3 ns)
that are much shorter than the simulation length of 12 ns.
Also, the autocorrelation of the first two modes drops to within

(0.25 with a 6 ns lag time (for the dynamics to converge, the
autocorrelation function should decay to near zero within lag
times on the order of the sampling time). The results confirm
that the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the first two
modes is reasonably well-converged. In contrast, the third mode
exhibits no apparent relaxation and fluctuates about the initial
value. The autocorrelation of the third mode remains at -0.5
with a 6 ns lag time, indicating insufficient sampling of this mode.
This result further justifies our use of two (converged) dimen-
sions for the embedding in Figure 3.
In the following two sections, we will explore the first two PCA

modes derived from the meta-trajectory in more detail and relate
them to biological function.
Asymmetric Mode 1: Relaxation from Crystal Packing

Effects. Figure 6a shows that PCA mode 1 corresponds to an
asymmetric motion between the two sEGFR monomers. In the

Figure 5. Projections of the EGF-S2 trajectory along its first three PCA modes (a-c) and their autocorrelation functions (d-f): (a and d) first PCA
mode, (b and e) second PCA mode, and (c and f) third PCA mode. We note that modes 1 and 2 are not identical but very close to the modes in
Figures 3and 6. Here, PCA was performed on EGF-S2 only to maximize the variability of the projection along the modes (as is customary in PCA). An
autocorrelation analysis based on projection along the PCA modes from the combined meta-trajectory (as in Figure 3) gave nearly identical results for
modes 1 and 2 (results not shown).
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left sEGFR monomer (Figure 6a), domain I (ice blue) comes
into the plane of the page as domain III (pink) moves out of the
plane, and vice versa. The sEGFR monomer on the right
performs a similar but antiparallel motion relative to the left
monomer. That is to say, its domain I (blue) comes out of the
plane of the page while domain III (red) moves into the plane,
and vice versa. In the crystal unit cell, the motions of domains I
and III are constrained by crystallographic contacts (Figure 1b),
which are relaxed in the solvent simulations. This antiparallel
motion described by the first PCA mode twists the two sEGFR
monomers, and thus, the dimer becomesmore compact. The two
dimerization arms in the domain II forms (ocher and green) are
tightened by this twisting motion, which indicates stronger
contacts for sEGFR dimerization.
After completion of this work, the structure of a ligand-

induced dimer of Drosophila sEGFR (d-sEGFR) that exhibited
a surprisingly asymmetric conformation was reported.47 The
timely discovery of this asymmetric structure allowed us to
compare the MD simulation results of (human) sEGFR sym-
metry breaking to those observed in an actual asymmetric crystal
structure. We chose trajectory TGFR-S1 as a model for the

symmetry breaking because of its dominant movement along the
asymmetric mode 1 (Figure 3). In Figure 7, we compare the
motions observed in TGFR-S1 with the new asymmetric
d-sEGFR structure. There is a striking similarity in the overall
domain arrangement and in two of the three dimer interface
contact points (Figure 7b,d). Moreover, the time evolution of the
conformation provides information about the sequence of symme-
try breaking events. The rmsd between TGFR-S1 and d-sEGFR
(Figure 7c) exhibits a funnel-like pattern in which the structure
quickly relaxes from an initial 0.48 nm rmsd to 0.28 nm within the
first 1.5 ns of simulation time. Detailed inspection of the trajectory
reveals that contact point I breaks first, after 0.3 ns. This contact
point involves interactions between Q194 and P204 [correspond-
ing to Q189 and P200 in d-sEGFR (see Figure 5 in ref 47)].
Subsequently, after 0.5 ns, the central dimerization armsmove out of
register. This motion is due to the breaking of a stabilizing contact
involving D279 and H280 (not shown), two residues that were
found to be important for dimerization by mutation analysis.22 We
note that the misalignment ranging from contact point I to the
dimerization arm appears quite similar between TGFR-S1 and
d-sEGFR.However, an additional asymmetric contact point formed
after 1.4 ns (labeled II in Figure 7 and comprised by E306 and
K301) that was observed only in the simulation. It is apparrent from
the rmsd values (Figure 7c) that the simulation first approached
d-sEGFR, but after 1.5 ns, the simulated system relaxes even further,
establishing an asymmetric contact point II (which remains sym-
metric in d-sEGFR).
Nearly Symmetric Mode 2: Relaxation from Domain IV

Stabilization. The motion described by PCA mode 2 is nearly
symmetric, and it essentially takes place within the plane of the
page (Figure 6b). As discussed above, this mode appears to
describe a relaxation caused by the absence (or incompleteness)
of domain IV that acts as a spacer. The domain III forms are
becoming closer, and the dimerization interface (domain II) can
interact more tightly than in the initial structure. In other words,
the loss of putative dimerization contacts in domain IV
(Figure 2) is compensated by an increase in the number of
contacts between the two domain II forms. Among our trajec-
tories, uc3 best mimics this particular mode (Figure 3). Because
uc3 is still restrained by crystal packing, it does not exhibit the
pronounced symmetry breaking of mode 1. The motion along
mode 2 in uc3 appears to originate exclusively in the relaxation
because of the incomplete domain IV.
It has been reported that deletion of domain IV has an only

minor effect on dimerization strength22 despite of its obvious
importance (e.g., for ligand binding).We propose that domain IV
may play a dual role in EGFR dimerization. Contacts between the
two domain IV forms contribute to the dimerization. On the other
hand, domain IV may act as a stabilizing spacer that can buttress
domain III. The two domain III forms both move inward without
the support of the domain IV forms and further squeeze the two
domain II forms together (Figure 6b), which seems to strengthen
dimerization. This dual role of domain IV may explain why its
deletion has little effect on dimerization,22 because contacts are
merely shifted from domain IV to domain II. In mode 2, the ligand-
binding sites between domains I and III are closed as well
(Figure 6b), which may enhance ligand binding. The result could
help rationalize how deletion of domain IV increases ligand binding
affinity 24-fold,22 but the detailed mechanism is possibly more
complex3 because it might also involve changes in the tethered
conformation that is believed to be in a dynamic equilibrium with
the untethered (dimer) conformation.

Figure 6. Important relaxation modes of the sEGFR dimer: (a) first
(asymmetric) PCAmode and (b) second (near-symmetric) PCAmode.
Arrows denote the direction of motion and themaximal amplitude of the
displacement. Arrows point from the most positive to the most negative
projection observed in the combined trajectory along each mode. CR
atoms of domains I-III are shown for the most positive projection,
colored in the same manner as in Figure 1.
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Structural Characterization of sEGFR Dimer Compaction.
The collective motions observed in our simulations have major
implications for the dimerization interface of sEGFR. It is worth
noting that most trajectories move along both PCA modes 1 and
2. In Figure 7, we show the symmetry-breakingmotions observed
in trajectory TGFR-S1 that approximately mimics mode 1, but
even greater relaxation motions occurred in EGF-S2 that moves
along both dominant PCA modes. In this section, we describe
functionally relevant details of the compaction resulting from the
combined effect of modes 1 and 2 in the EGF-S2 trajectory.
Figure 8a shows the time evolution of secondary structures in

the EGF-S2 trajectory. The number of residues that belong to
any kind of secondary structure,R-helix, or β-sheet is fairly stable
during the simulation (Figure 8a), suggesting that the major
relaxation in solvent is not caused by the forming or breaking of
any secondary structure. rmsd values of different domains in one
sEGFR monomer for EGF-S2 were computed to determine
which domain contributes most to the structural relaxation
(Figure 8b). The rmsd values of domain I (blue in Figure 8b,
∼0.15 nm on average) and domain III (red in Figure 8b,
∼0.2 nm on average) are small, whereas domain II (green in
Figure 8b) exhibits a rmsd of >0.3 nm. Interestingly, the rmsd
values of the sEGFR monomer, excluding domain IV (black in

Figure 8b), are correlated with the rmsd of domain II. These
results indicate that domains I and III act like two rigid bodies
linked by domain II (see also Figure 4d). The relaxation in the
sEGFR dimer in EGF-S2 (which involves both PCA modes 1
and 2) originates in a collective motion between domains I and
III, in which they approach each other in each sEGFR monomer
(Figure 4d) and push its domain II (green) toward the other
monomer. Thus, the dimerization arms between the two sEGFR
monomers intertwine more extensively, and the sEGFR dimer
becomes compact.
Structural data15 and mutational analysis22 have shown that

domain III may buttress the C-terminus of domain II for
dimerization. The side chain of N274 in module 6 of domain
II forms hydrogen bonds with many residues in domain III
(Figure 9). The number of these hydrogen bonds increases in the
EGF-S2 simulation (Figure 10a). Also, the side chain of E293 in
module 7 of domain II forms a salt bridge with the side chain of
R405 of domain III (Figure 9). The distance between the side
chains of E293 and R405 decreases in EGF-S2 (Figure 10b).
These results indicate that the buttressing interactions between
domains II and III are strengthened in the simulation. In EGF-S2,
without domain IV acting as a stabilizing spacer, the two domain
III forms both move toward the center of the dimer interface as

Figure 7. Trajectory TGFR-S1 as a model for symmetry breaking. (a and b) Initial (TGFR-ini) and final (TGFR-fin) structures of TGFR-S1,
respectively. (c) rmsd of CR atoms of TGFR-S1 from corresponding CR atoms of the d-sEGFR structure (820 of 956 CR atoms of domains I-III were
matched using the “Multiseq” program of VMD38); the blue drop from the baseline emphasizes the difference from the initial rmsd. (d) d-sEGFR
structure.47 There are three symmetry-breaking contacts in the dimer interface: contact I (near domain I), the central dimerization arm (not labeled),
and contact II (see the text for details).
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described by the second PCA mode (Figure 6b). Through those
strengthened buttressing interactions between domains II and III
(Figures 9 and 10), the two domain II forms (especially modules
6 and 7) are effectively pushed farther into dimer interface so that
they may promote sEGFR dimerization.

’CONCLUSIONS

In this work, multiple MD simulations of the 2:2 EGF 3 sEGFR
and 2:2 TGFR 3 sEGFR complexes were performed in different
(solvent or crystal) environments. The goal of the simulations
was to explore the configurations of the sEGFR dimer in the
presence of EGF family ligands and to investigate its dynamical
modes of motion and relate them to the dimerization of sEGFR.We
observed a significant (≈0.5 nm rmsd) structural relaxation in
solvent that strengthens the dimerization contacts of domain II,
especially in the two dimerization arms between the two sEGFR
monomers. The observed structural instability and large-scale con-
formational change are quite exceptional for nanosecond time scale
simulations. The compaction in solvent can be attributed to the loss
of crystal contacts (both EGF andTGFR ligands) and to a relaxation
from stabilization by domain IV (EGF ligand). There is consistent
evidence that the two relaxation modes are identical to the first two
PCA modes that dominate the fluctuations of the sEGFR dimer
in the combined meta-trajectory of all simulations (Figure 6). The
first (asymmetric) PCA mode is due to the relaxation from the
crystal packing, and the second (near-symmetric) mode reveals a
possible stabilizing role of domain IV (which was incomplete in our
simulations).

The extent of the relaxation of sEGFR dimers in solvent, for
both EGF and TGFR ligands, appeared to be quite reasonable
when compared to experimental values and interpreted by

Figure 8. Structural characteristics of trajectory EGF-S2. (a) Time
evolution of secondary structure. The black plot shows the number of
residues that belong to any kind of secondary structure as detected by
DSSP;58 the red plot shows the number of residues that belong to R-
helices, and the green plot shows the number of residues that belong to
β-sheets. (b) rmsd values from the initial structure plotted for one
sEGFR monomer and its domains: black for the sEGFR monomer
without domain IV, blue for domain I, green for domain II, and red for
domain III.

Figure 9. Buttressing interactions between domains II and III in the 2:2
EGF 3 sEGFR complex (PDB entry 1IVO). Hydrogen bonds between
N274 in domain II and residues in domain III are shown in the left
sEGFR monomer, and a salt bridge between E293 and R405 is shown in
the right sEGFR monomer.

Figure 10. Time evolution of buttressing interactions between domains
II and III in trajectory EGF-S2. (a) Number of hydrogen bonds between
N274 in domain II and residues in domain III. A hydrogen bond is
defined by a hydrogen acceptor distance of <0.35 nm. (b) Length of the
salt bridge between E293 and R405 (measured as the distance between
the centers of mass of the side chains of the two residues).
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function. First, the relaxation along mode 1 was on the order of
the conformational difference between the initial crystal struc-
tures, with any remaining differences between EGF and TGFR
simulations possibly attributable to the type of ligand. We note that
such a significant compaction in solvent after relaxation from crystal
packing is not unusual. Awell-knownhistoric exampleof this behavior
is the structure of calmodulin, which was first determined in an
elongated conformation with X-ray crystallography48 but shown to
compact in solution by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experi-
ments,49 a result that remained controversial until the compactionwas
eventually confirmed byNMR.50 Second, we found the relaxed EGF-
bound structures (EGF-S1, EGF-S2, and crystal subunit uc3) at a
level of mode 2 similar to the TGFR simulations (which were based
on a crystal structure that had domain IV missing), consistent with
our interpretation of mode 2 relating to the absence of domain IV
stabilization. Third, we observed a striking similarity between sym-
metry breaking motions in our asymmetric trajectory TGFR-S1 and
conformational differences in the novel d-sEGFR structure.47 The
asymmetric relaxation in d-sEGFR has a completely different bio-
physical origin and thereby provides an independent validation of our
interpretation. Interestingly, our simulated system first approaches
d-sEGFR, but after 1.5 ns, the system relaxes even further, breaking
the remaining symmetric dimer interface in d-sEGFR. Although we
do not expect a complete analogy between our asymmetric simmula-
tion of human sEGFR and Drosophila sEGFR, one possible explana-
tion for this discrepancy is that the asymmetric contact point II
(Figure 7) is stabilized by residual crystal packing effects in the
d-sEGFR structure that are free to relax in the simulation.

Because of the necessary assumptions of the models and the
simulation protocols, we point out possible limitations of our
work. First, we were unable to address the issue of glycosylation.
The extracellular region of EGFR is∼20% carbohydrate bymass,
but there are very few (10 and 14) solvent-exposed sugars
present in the PDB structures (1IVO and 1MOX). Without
complete atomic information, we did not include any residual
sugars in the models studied here. These studies demonstrate
mainly the water-based polymorphism of which the structures
are capable; we cannot rule out the possibility that oligosaccha-
ride-mediated interactions could help stabilize the crystal packing
and the conformation of the dimer in the extracellular region.
Second, the importance of domain IV for ligand binding arises
here from its proposed role in domain II-domain III butressing
in the untethered dimer structure (observed in the nearly
symmetric mode 2). It is believed that effects of deletion of
domain IV on the tethered structure (in a dynamic equilibrium
with untethered states) will have a significant influence on ligand
binding affinity.3 Our observations of compaction in the un-
tethered dimer alone can play only a part in rationalizing how
deletion of domain IV alters ligand binding.

In summary, our simulations predict that the sEGFR dimer in
solution, in the absence of domain IV, is significantly more
compact than the known crystal structures. Our predictions
are consistent with the asymmetric crystal structure of
d-sEGFR and with a number of experiments. The results
could inspire future experimental research and be further
verified experimentally by structural probes and techniques
such as FRET and SAXS. Unfortunately, the published SAXS
experiments included the stabilizing domain IV, and also they
were focused mainly on the larger transition from the
tethered to the extended conformation.21 It is hoped that
the experimental sensitivities will soon be sufficient for
confirmation of our computational predictions.

Some aspects of this work could also inspire future computational
research. The EGF andTGFR systems did not fully converge to the
same end conformation. This could be due to the short simulation
time (undersampling), so we did not discuss any ligand-specific
differences in structural dynamics. Longer simulations are required
to studywhy certain antibodies can selectively inhibit binding by one
of these ligands but not the other. One could also investigate the
dimerization affinity between sEGFR upon binding of different
ligands by binding free energy calculations, some of which are reaso-
nably efficient for a system of this size.51-53 Finally, the conforma-
tional transition from the tethered to the extended sEGFR may be
studied directly by taking advantage of targeted or enhanced
sampling techniques in MD.54-57
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